Learning can truly be magical. One of the best things is that everyone has a different method for it. Some students are visual learners, some auditory, and some kinesthetic. World Book is always changing and evolving to support all learners. We have exciting new products sure to bring magic into the library and classroom.

In this month's World Book Wired, we will explore our magical learning tools.

**ENCHANTED LEARNING**

**MAGIC STRING**

Abracadabra! Your students will be amazed as they learn how to pick up a floating ice cube with just a short length of string & salt.

**ABNORMAL FIELD GUIDES**

Discover the facts (and fiction) behind outlandish legends and sightings. This set follows the Summer Library theme of “Fairy Tales & Fantasy.”

**OUR FAVORITE BRANDS**

Since Walt Disney first dreamed up Mickey Mouse in 1928, the company has ballooned into one of the most captivating brands of all time.

New World Book Wizard is a classroom-based, adaptive learning platform providing a comprehensive set of curriculum-based drills for middle school students. It’s smart, personalized, and a proven way to help students master skills.

**DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME**

Let’s “Spring Forward” into longer days! Did you know the chief purpose of daylight savings time is to save energy? Learn more in our World Book Online articles!

**3.141592653**

(The other) Pi measures the circumference of a circle to its diameter. You can’t eat it, but it’s still an important fact students learn. Celebrate PiDay on 3/14!